
THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS

How has seeing longer days, brighter skies 
and unmasked faces made you feel?
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CHEERS TO A HOPPY,
HEALTHY EASTER!

We certainly don't see health foods in the

promotional spotlight for holiday fare- but there

are some ways to balance out the sugar while

keeping the fun!
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- Start with a balanced breakfast.
(Protein, fat and fibre from
vegetables will slow down the desire
for treats- like an omelette with a
side of avocado).

- Don't serve juice, it's mostly sugar
and not a lot of benefit.

- Try some fun, healthy alternatives
like dark chocolate dipped
strawberries/fruit.

- Keep the stash from the hunt for 
a few days, then toss it.

- Make the day about activities &
 crafts over sweets and junk.
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It's hard to imagine war as we slowly emerge from a

pandemic state of mind, and yet it is happening to

Ukrainians. Deciding how to explain to our children what is

happening is tough, and yet from personal experience I

see such compassion. Their immediate desire to help, in

some small way. QOH has a long history of stepping up to

the plate when help is needed, and I couldn't  be more

proud to be 

a part of this community.

'Mini Pots of Care' will be available the week
 of April 4th for purchase ($10.00)

UkraineUkraine
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Food Dyes to Avoid
A staggering amount of foods marketed to children are

loaded with artificial colouring/dyes. They aren't as

harmless as we have been lead to believe. See the Top

6 below and always check your labels. This is not the

rainbow I recommend eating. If it's brightly coloured,

question it.



 

- Blue #1 (Linked to kidney tumors in animal studies)

- Blue #2 (Carcinogenic and causes hyperactivity in

children)

- Green #3 (A known carcinogen, banned in Europe)

- Red #3 (A carcinogen and causes hyperactivity in

children)

- Yellow #5 (Causes Hyperactivity)

- Yellow #6 (Considered the MOST harmful of 

the dyes causing hyperactivity and allergic reactions)
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Line a plate or a tray with wax paper.

Wash and pat dry with a paper towel- cube depending on fruit.

Melt the chocolate chips in the microwave, in 30-second

increments, stirring after each microwave session. My chocolate

chips were mostly melted after three such sessions.

Stir the oil into the melted chocolate.

Dip each piece into the melted chocolate. Lift up and twist

around to get rid of any excess chocolate. Place on the wax

paper.

Chill the strawberries in the fridge for 30 minutes before serving.

Dark Chocoalte dipped Strawberries (works for any fruit)
8 oz fruit   3 oz Dark Chocolate chips.    1 tsp coconut or Avo oil 
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